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1 Product description 
 

1.1 Overview 

IPS Manager Assistant permits managing, in a simple way, Manager / Assistant call filtering via the 
IP Phone of the Manager or of the Assistants.  Day to day call filtering is facilitated by the use of 

shortcut buttons. 
 

It is possible to define white lists and a bypass prefix.  IPS Manager Assistant also permits the 

management of redirects toward a personal number, and to filter then consult the Manager on a 
personal number.  

 
One assistant may manage several managers, and several assistants may manage a manager, with 

a notion of priority.  The assistant may place himself in unavailable in order to redirect the filtering 

toward other assistants.  A number of sharing solutions among assistants are also available (busy, 
multiple calls, no answer, interception).  

 
IPS Manager Assistant may be completed operated from the IP Phone or a Webex Desk.  

 
An optional Web interface is also available, in particular to be called from a Jabber tab.  It permits 

the same configuration functions as the IP Phone interface.  

 
The objective of this solution is also to simplify the work of the administrator, by permitting a 

centralized administration, the definition of managers and assistants may be modified in real time 
during production.  IPS Manager Assistant is compatible with Extension Mobility mode.  

1.2 Architecture 

Filtering is based upon the forwarding of the Manager’s line toward at CTI port.  A CTI treatment is 
triggered when the call rings on the CTI port in order to redirect the call to the Assistant or transfer 

it to the Manager, while at the same time triggering possible notices for interception. 
 

Starting with CUCM 10, IPS Manager Assistant uses an External Call Control Profile associated to the 

Manager’s line, which queries the application to know of the call should be redirected to the 
Assistant or to the Manager.  This solution makes it unnecessary to program the forwarding. 

 
IPS Manager Assistant also effects a dynamic filtering, which permits the definition of numbers 

which are excluded from filtering.  It also permits the Manager to intercept a filtered call.  

 
IPS Manager Assistant assigns an illuminated button (BLF) to supervise the Manager and Assistant 

line, as well as the status of filtering.  

1.3 Assistant IP Phone user interface 

An Assistant associated to a Manager or several Managers can activate or disable filtering of 

Managers calls by pressing a filter button or via the XML menus. Depending on the administration’s 
configuration, the Assistant can also set call forward of Manager’s line: to a personal phone number 

(configured from the IP Phone interface), to voice mail or to any number. 
 

When calling the filtering service directly from a button (Service URL button), the application 

displays a contextual menu, indicating the actions ‘Activate Filter’ or ‘Cancel Filter’ with the name of 
the manager.  Depending upon the configuration, the assistant may also define the forwarding of 

the Manager’s line toward his personal number, voicemail, or another number. 
 

The Assistant can also set the ‘Not available’ status when he/she is not available. If the Assistant 
selects ‘Not Available’, the filtered Manager lines are forwarded to the assistant defined (via 

administration) as priority n+1.  If no Assistant associated to the Manager is available, filtering is 
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terminated or the line forwarded to Voicemail.  When the Assistant becomes available again, the 
filterings related to the Managers are reactivated, and they are forwarded to the Assistant’s line 

 

 
 

 

A screen banner displays the status of the transferred lines.  An icon indicates that the line is filtered 
(forwarded to this line) or forwarded to the defined personal number (generally the mobile) or 

forwarded to voicemail.  The label for the Manager may be defined via administration.  On the 
models 7940/7960 (with extension), up to six managers may be displayed. On models 7941 to 

7975, 8851, 8861, 8961, 9951, 9971 up to 9 managers may be displayed (with extension). The 
width of the banner is dynamic in order to minimize the obscuring of line labels. 

  

 
The Manager may be filtered, then forwarded to a personal number when the assistant transfers the 

call to him.  The manager may also select the ‘Do Not Disturb’ status.  In this case, an icon alerts 
the Assistant.  The calls are filtered, but the assistant may no longer transfer calls. . 

 

The buttons (on the right of the screen here below) may be used for: 
- Activating the IPS Manager Assistant service (SURL) 

- Supervise and call the Manager’s line (BLF) 
- Supervise/Change the filtering status of a Manager (BLF). 

 
The applications administration can automatically change the buttons (BLF) for one or more 

Managers. 

 

 
 

In this example, an Assistant is 

associated to two Managers: Verney 
is not filtered, but Guibert is filtered, 

which is visible via the banner but 

also via the Filter button which is 
illuminated.  Pressing the 

extinguished filter button activates 
the filtering and the button 

illuminates. 

 

 

On this 8961 screen copy, the 
Assistant is associated with three 

Managers: Dupond is filtered, 
Gebhardt not filtered and Smith 

forwarded to his mobile. The BLF 

associated with the other Managers 
are displayed on the IP Phone 

extension. 
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Ease of Use 

To facilitate the management of filtering, the Assistant may perform the standard tasks of filtering 
by pushing a single button. 

 
When a call rings 

on the Assistant’s 

extension, the 
Assistant may 

visualize for which 
Manager it is 

intended.  If the 

Manager is 
expecting this call, 

she may directly 
forward the call by 

pressing the filter 
button.  If not, the 

Assistant answers 

the call.  

 
  

The Assistant 
consults the 

manager by 
pressing the filter 

button.  However, 

many managers 
are handled, a 

single button is 
used to minimize 

the risk of error.  
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The Assistant 
transfers to the 

Manager by again 
pressing the filter 

button or the 

Assistant ends the 
consultation call to 

resume the 
incoming call. 

 
 

Cooperation among assistants 
When the Assistant is in available status but is unable to handle properly the filtering request, for 

Assistants associated to the same Manager, several cooperation or work-sharing solutions are 
available: 

- Interception screen on the IP phones of the other Assistants, 

- Forwarding on busy to the first available assistant, 
- Redirection on multiple call to the first available assistant, 

- Redirection on no answer to the first available assistant. 
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1.4 Manager IP Phone user interface 

The Manager can activate or disable filtering from the IP Phone, by pressing a filter button or using 

the XML user interface. The Manager may forward the calls to a personal number (generally the 
mobile number), forward to voicemail, or supervise the status of forwards. 

 

When activating the filtering service via the Services menu or directly via a Service URL button, the 
application displays a contextual menu. 

 
With the option transfer to personal number, the Manager may define and safe a mobile number 

and activate/cancel the forwarding.  It is also possible to activate filtering and transfer the 

Assistant’s calls toward this personal number. 
 

   
 

The application’s administration may define automatically a button to activate the application 
(SURL), a button (BLF) to supervise the Assistant’s line, and a button (BLF) to indicate the filtering 

status.  When pressing this last button, the filtering status is also changed:  if extinguished, it 

activates filtering and is illuminated; if illuminated, filtering is stopped and it extinguishes. 
 

Filtering status is displayed in a background banner. 

   
 

With a 9971 IP Phone, the Manager’s user interface is as follow: 

 

 
 

 

Filter Override 
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Another Assistant associated with a Manager may intercept a call directed to a filtering Assistant, if, 
for example, this Assistant is already on a call.  The intercepting Attendant may handle the call and 

transfer to the Manager.  
 

The Manager and even Assistants may define personal numbers which are not filtered.  These are 

added to numbers which are defined globally via administration and to those which are associated 
to the additional assistants associated with the Manager.  Optionally, it is also possible to define 

external numbers. 

 
 

It is also possible to define filtering override prefixes, which permit other Managers and Assistants 
directly to call a Manager by preceding the Manager’s number with this prefix.  

 

 
 

The manager may also optionally receive a ‘Popup’ screen on the IP Phone when a filtered call rings 
on the Assistant’s extension.  Via this screen, the Manager may optionally intercept the call. 

 

 
 

 
Otherwise, if a call arrives on the Manager’s extension when his line is not filtered, the Manager may 

directly redirect the call to the attendant’s line. 
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1.5 Interface for Webex Desk 

Below are screenshots of this feature via an assistant phone and a managers phone. 

 
Assistant 

 

  
  

 
 

 

 
 

 
Manager 
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1.6 Interface Web for Jabber 

An optional Web interface is also available.  It 

offers the same features as the IP Phone 
interface.  This interface may function within a 

Jabber tab. 
 

Authentication may be managed via Windows 

(Kerberos) where a login is required the first 
time, and then subsequent recognition is by 

cookie. 
 

It is possible to check the filtering status which 
appears as a tooltip (n) on the IPSMA icon tab. 

With n being the number of filtered Managers 

on the Assistant side.  
NB: This feature is only available on Windows 
Server 2012 or 2016. 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

1.1 Rich IPSMA client 

IPSMA Web option also contains a rich (thick) client application that can be installed on Windows PC of the 
Manager and Assistant. The application is by default iconized in Windows taskbar, a tooltip displays the filtering 

status. When opened the user interface displays the same layout as IPSMA Web. 
 

 
 

1.2 Administration 

Configuration is centralized in a telisca administration.  Two levels of administration are available, Administrator 

and Operation. 
 

Nb. 

Managers 

filtrés 
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The definition of Managers / Assistants is effected in a centralized manner via the Web interface of IPS 
Administration.   The interface permits the definition of Managers and Assistants, to associate Managers to one 

or more assistants with an order of decreasing priority and to define the utilization parameters of each 
Manager.  The interface subscribes to service by IP Phone or Device Profile, defines the Service URL buttons, 

the Manager SoftKey Template of the Manager, the Phone Button Templates, the Speed Dial BLF (for 

supervising the Manager line and the filtering status).  
 

Via the IPSMA administration interface, it is also possible to define the Speed Dials and BLF’s not used by 
IPSMA, to avoid having to use CUCM administration.  

 

Loading of Manager and Assistant configurations may also be effected via batch using a text file.  This is 
particularly useful for migrations of Cisco IPMA toward telisca IPSMA. 

1.3 Features 

 

User interface 

Up to 9 Assistants per Manager 

Up to 9 Managers per Assistant 

Full filtering control and configuration via the IP Phone interface 

Activate/cancel filtering via button, with illuminated status lamp 

Button for dialing, supervision, and interception for Manager and associated Assistants 

Forwarding, consultation, transfer, interception via a single button 

Optional Web interface (may be integrated in Jabber). 

Optional Rich client interface 

Screen banner Manager – status and filtering destination 

Screen banner Assistant – status of forwarding, filtering of associated Managers 

Screen banner on white and black backgrounds, transparent background 89/99XX 

Managers and Assistants may be associated with IP Phones or Extension Mobility 

profiles 

Possible to control filtering from two different IP Phones with line shared Manager or 
Assistant. 

User interface available in English, French, German, Spanish, Russian.  

Telephone Control 

The Assistants associated with the Manager are not filtered 

Option for not filtering of external calls 

Up to 99 non-filtered numbers may be defined via the IP Phone interface 

Forwarding of the Manager toward a personal number 

Filtering of Manager calls and transfer of the Assistant toward a personal number 

Forwarding of Manager line toward voicemail 

Forwarding of Manager line toward another number 
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Do Not Disturb mode (absolute filtering) 

When the Assistant selects unavailable, filterings in effect are reprogrammed toward 
the other available Assistants 

When the Assistant again becomes available, the defined filterings are re-established 

Manager may intercept a filtered call 

Manager may redirect a non-filtered call via a single button 

Assistant may redirect a filtered call to the Manager via a single button 

Assistant may consult the Manager via a single button 

Assistant may transfer to the Manager via a single button 

Assistant may transfer to the Manager by hang-up (with CUCM function) 

Filtered calls not answered by the Assistant may be transferred to either the voicemail 

of the Manager or of the Assistant. 

An interception group is defined among the Assistants and optionally the 

Manager. 

While a filtered call rings on the line of the Assistant, a Popup is displayed on 

the IP Phones of the other available Assistants, allowing them to intercept the 
call. 

During a direct or non-filtered call to the Manager rings on the Manager’s line, 

a popup is displayed on the IP Phones of the available Assistants, allowing 

them to intercept the call. 

When the redirection of a filtered call toward the Assistant fails (busy, logged 

off, not signed-in), the call is redirected toward an available Assistant.  If none 
is available, the call is redirected toward the voicemail or transferred to the 

Manager, depending upon parameters. 

Depending upon parameters, a filtered call transferred to an Assistant with 
Multiple Calls may be redirected to another available Assistant. 

Depending upon parameters, a filtered call transferred to an Assistant who 
does not answer may be redirected to another available Assistant. 

Depending upon parameters, when the Manager is an Do Not Disturb status 

calling numbers from his private white list may be filtered or not. 

Administration 

Administration of IPS Manager allows the automatic configuration of the IP Phone or 

the profile of Managers and Assistants: (Phone Button Template, Softkey Template, 
Service URL Buttons, Speed Dial BLF) 

The configurati0n of a Manager and an Assistant may be accomplished in 2 minutes 

Two levels of administration :  Operation & System/Application configuration 

Administration interface is available in English and French 

Configuration change is possible via batch mode 

Configuration conversion according to filtering mode 

SOAP provisioning API 

Fault tolerance 

Supports primary and backup CTI manager 

Supports primary publisher and backup subscriber (read only) 

Fault tolerance with Windows Network Load Balancer or external Load Balancer 

Host Standby fault tolerance (automatic switchover), 

Functions even in the event of Publisher failure (on CUCM 10). 

Supports CUCM multi-clusters on a single server 

1.4 Requirements 

Supported Cisco CUCM:  

• CUCM version 10.5, 11.5, 12, 12.5, 14 

 

Available on private cloud company.telisca.cloud 
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On premise installation: 

   
Windows servers supported:  

• Windows Server 2012 R2 Essentials or Standard  

• Windows Server 2016 Essentials or Standard  

• Windows Server 2019 Essentials or Standard  

• Windows Server 2022 Standard 

   

• Minimum configuration: 1 vCPU, 4GB RAM, 70GB disk  

• Virtual Machine VMware vSphere, Hyper-V or Cisco UCS, Cisco UCS-E  
 

Supported IP Phones are:  6941(*), 6945(*), 7811(*), 7821(*), 7841(*), 7861(*), 7925(*), 7926(*), 7940(sccp), 7941, 

7942, 7945, 7960(sccp), 7961, 7962, 7965, 7970, 7971, 7975, 8811, 8821, 8841, 8845, 8851, 8861, 8941, 8945, 
8961, 9951, 9971.  The DX 650, DX 70, DX 80 uses Android client. 

 (*): Without background banner. 
With Web option:  Jabber 

 

The IP Phone and Web client interface is available in English, French, German, Spanish, Russian and Turkish. 
 

1.5  CUCM settings 

- The Service Parameter Call Forward Override must be set to true. 

- A Softkey template or Features Control Keys template with the ‘CFwdALL’ SoftKey disabled, must be defined 

to avoid a mismatch between the information displayed on the banner and the programmed filtering.  
 

 

1.6  Fault tolerant operation 

IPS Manager Assistant supports an optional fault tolerant operation in Hot Standby.  Two servers are 

synchronized.  The backup server, in standby mode, monitors the primary server and may become active for 
the CTI Server module. 

 
Queries originating from IP Phones are sent to a virtual IP address. The solution operates by activating the 

function Network Load Balancing of Windows 2008/2012 (Standard or Enterprise) or by deploying an external 

Load Balancer or intelligent DNS.  
 

1.7 CUCM APIs used by IPSMA 
 

1.7.1.1 AXL SOAP 

 
AXL SOAP is an interface to CUCM Publisher that enables read/update in the CUCM configuration database. 

 
In the administration, IPSMA uses AXL SOAP to list IP Phones or device profiles and get information on IP 

Phones, device profiles, lines, and associated users. 

 
During the administration process, IPSMA updates the IP Phone and device profile to create a Service URL 

button used to call the application and Speed Dial BLFs to call/monitor Manager/Assistant as well as filtering 
CTI ports and setting some other parameters. 

 

When the Manager or the Assistant uses IPSMA to set or cancel filtering, IPSMA reads and updates the line 
“Forward All” destination. The Manager line is forwarded to the Assistant line or, if CTI filtering mode has been 

enabled, to the filter CTI port created for all Manager/Assistant association. 
 

In filter mode with forwarding to an Assistant with assistant pickup option, when several Assistants are 
associated to a Manager, a translation pattern is used to change the calling party with the currently filtering 

Assistant DN to enable all Assistants to call or transfer to the Manager. 
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1.7.1.2 Extension Mobility SOAP 
 

This is a web service interface to Extension Mobility Service, which provides information on the user Extension 

mobility status. 
 

It is used by IPSMA to find the IP Phone on which a defined device profile is logged. This is necessary for the 
administration to be able to restart the IP Phone to take into account the configuration changes. It is also used 

by IPSMA to push http requests to the IP Phone used by the Manager or Assistant in order to update the 
background status. 

 

1.7.1.3 JTAPI 
 

JTAPI is the CTI socket-based interface to CUCM CTI Manager Service. 
 

IPSMA uses JTAPI to: 

 
● Register CTI filtering ports (one per Manager/Assistant association) 

● Register a CTI route point (called by CTI ports) 
● Connect/Hang up CTI port (to light filter BLF) 

● Monitor CTI port (to detect filter status change action when user press the filter BLF) 
● Monitor CTI port (if CTI filtering mode is enabled, to exclude non filtered numbers) 

 

1.7.1.4 Flow requirements 
 

The following network flows must be opened for IPSMA: 
 

Source

  

Destination Protocole 

IPSMA server CUCM server https 8443 (AXL SOAP, mobility) 
TCP 2748 (JTAPI) 

Administration PC IPSMA server http (80) or https (443) Web interface 

IP Phone IPSMA server http get (80) XML interface 

CUCM server IP Phone http post (80) to Push status 

 

1.7.1.5 Failure mode 

 

When the IPSMA server is not running, the function’s statuses are as follows: 
 

● No calls are lost 
● It is not possible to change filter status 

● Filter status banners on IP Phones are cleared 
● Filter BLFs are not lighted and the presence icon is cleared 

● When calling application from the Service URL Button, the application is unavailable. 

● If Manager’s calls were filtered before the server went down: 
○ In forward mode or forward + pickup mode: calls are always filtered by assistant. The Manager 

can see it is filtered on the IP Phone (arrow in the top/right corner). 
○ In CTI filtering mode: calls are not filtered. The calls are still forwarded to the CTI port. As it is 

no longer registered, the call is forwarded again to the Manager (as defined by the Administration 
by CTI line forward condition). 
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1.8 Sizing rules 

1.8.1.1 Server sizing 

 
Server configuration for up to 2500 Managers and Assistants requires the following: 

● 1 vCPU 

● RAM 4GB 
● Disk 70GB 

 
Server configuration for up to 5000 Managers and Assistants requires the following: 

● 2 vCPU 

● RAM 6GB 
● Disk 100GB 

 
 

Note: The number of devices that can be monitored by CTI per CUCM depends on the CallManager version. 
Please check with the official Cisco documentation. Examples: 2500 max for 6.0 and 7.1, 3200 for 

7.1.3, 5000 for 8.6. 

 

1.8.1.2 CTI load 

 
A CTI port is registered and monitored for each Manager/Assistant association. 

 

To evaluate the workload on the CTI Manager, it must be considered that when CTI filtering is not enabled, the 
call state changes on the CTI port are limited to the filter status changes (four to six times a day), so BHCA on 

the CTI port is less than one. 
 

When CTI filtering is enabled and the Manager is filtered, all calls to the Manager are forwarded to the CTI 

port, so the CTI port BHCA is then the same as the Manager’s BHCA. 
 

1.8.1.3 XML data flow 
 

Here is a calculation of the data flow throughput between the IP Phone and IPSMA server. 
 

Displaying an XML screen on the IP Phone creates a flow of 800 bytes to 1200 bytes, including http overhead. 

For a push request, an additional 800 bytes are transferred. 
 

By default, a push to refresh status is sent every five minutes to the IP Phone. Changing status (four to six 
times a day, less than one per hour) will also generate 1 to 3 XML screens and 1 to 2 pushes. 

 

The maximum data flow for one hour will then be approximately 12 x 2000 + 2 x 1000 + 2 x 2000 bytes = 20 
KB/hour. 

 

1.8.1.4 Security 

 
The Web-based administration interface is protected by a login/password. Authentication is Windows based 

(NTLM). Users can be defined in the domain or on the local server. 

 
The user must be part of the “Administrators” group or the “teliscaAdmin” group on the local server. 

 
An SSL certificate is installed on the server to offer https connection to administration. 

 

The administration saves CUCM configuration information in an XML file, including Application User 
login/password. Passwords are saved in AES encrypted (with private key) format. 
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The application internal architecture is SOA based. Exposed Web Services are limited to be accessed only by a 
local IP address and/or protected by an AES encrypted key generated with a private key from the method’s 

parameters. 
 

The IPSMA server IP address cannot be viewed from the IP Phone user interface or configuration nor from 

CUCM User interface. 
 

1.8.1.5 telisca applications monitoring 
 

Telisca IPS Framework and CTI server can be monitored via centralized monitor application as well as Windows 
system and Microsoft IIS. 

 

An http URL is provided that can be polled periodically. It returns a simple text response that can be easily 
parsed to check that the application is running correctly. 

 
The internal architecture is described hereafter: 

 

 
 
The monitoring URL is http://host/IPSCFG/admin/monitor.aspx. 

 
It returns health information on different components (IPS Framework, CTI Server, IPS Lines Supervisor). 

 
It is possible to select one component by adding the ‘mod=’ query parameter as follows: 

http://host/IPSCFG/admin/monitor.aspx?mod=CTI in order to monitor the CTI server only. 

 
Different modules are identified by the following IDs: 

 
● IPSWS: IPS Framework 

● IPSLSUP: IPS Lines Supervisor 

● CTI: CTI Server 
 

The result sent by the URL is in text format: 
ID=result|ID=result|…  (Result can be ‘OK’ or ‘ERROR:description), ‘|’ character 

separate the answers for the different modules. 

 

Example, without error, for three modules: 
IPSWS=OK|IPSLSUP=OK|CTI=OK| 

http://host/IPSCFG/admin/monitor.aspx
http://host/IPSCFG/admin/monitor.aspx?mod=CTI
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Example, if CTI server is not running: 
IPSWS=OK|CTI=ERROR:Aucune connexion n'a pu être établie car l'ordinateur cible l'a 

expressément refusée|IPSLSUP=OK| 

 
Note: As the method is executed synchronously, an important timeout (i.e., 12 seconds) should be allowed to 

get the full description of timeout error as above. 
 

Example, CTI server cannot connect to CTI Manager: 
CTI=ERROR:INIT=OK;CNX_JTAPI=STARTING;TERMS_OBSERVED=;CTI_ROUTE_POINT=N/A;CTI_PORTS

=N/A;AUDIO=N/A;REC_DN=N/A| 

 

Example, IPS Framework cannot connect to publisher by AXL SOAP: 
IPSWS=ERROR:AXL SOAP CONNECTION| 

 
When applications are restarted (at night) or during the maintenance process, the monitor URL may return an 

error. 
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2 Administration 

2.1 Overview 

Administration is Web-based and secured by an administrator’s login/password. 

 
Administration is used to define the system configuration in order to be able to interface with CUCM using AXL 

SOAP, Extension Mobility, and JTAPI APIs. 
 

An Application User must be defined as part of the following groups: 

 
● CCM Super User 

● CTI Enabled 
● CTI Allow control of all devices 

● Standard CTI Allow control of phone supporting Connected Xfer or Conf 

 
The Administration is also used to define the default configuration parameters of the IP Phones and device 

profiles used by the Managers and Assistants: Phone Button templates, Softkey template, and Subscribe CSS. 
 

The Administration is used to define the global IPSMA parameters. 
 

The Administration is used to associate an IP Phone or a device profile with a Manager or an Assistant with 

several parameters as well as to associate Managers with Assistants. When validating the configuration, the 
Administration updates the IP Phone or the device profile to create a Service URL button and Speed Dial BLF, 

and to set global parameters. It also creates the CTI ports used for filtering. 

2.2 Login 

 

Administration URL is 
http://xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx/IPSCFG/admin 

  or 
https://xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx/IPSCFG/admin. 

 

IPS Administration requires a local administrator login/password that must be part of the “Administrators” or 
“teliscaAdmin” group. If user is part of the group “teliscaProd,” he/she can only access the Assistant’s and 

manager’s subscriptions. 
 

 
 

Accessible tabs using a telisca production user 
 

Note: The administration has been designed to be used by one administrator at a time. Concurrent updates 

are not supported. 
 

 

 

http://xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx/IPSCFG/admin
https://xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx/IPSCFG/admin
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2.3 System configuration 

From the IPS Administration Global/Config CUCM screen, the following values must be set: 

 
● CUCM’s publisher IP Address or DNS 

● Application User login and password 

● CUCM version 
● Maximum number of AXL Write/mn which has been set via CUCM Administration in CUCM System 

Parameters (Advanced section). This value must accept sufficient configuration setting + filter status 
changes. The configuration of a Manager with one associated Assistant executes 4 AXL writes + 2 by 

additional Assistant. Each time a Manager’s filter status is updated, one AXL write is executed. 

 

 
 

Note: To avoid delays due to SSL in AXL SOAP https request, it is better to use a DNS for the CUCM’s 

publisher host and install the CUCM SSL certificate on the IPSMA server. This can be done by calling 
CUCM Administration from the server Web browser and clicking on the red URL header, then installing 

the certificate as seen below. 
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2.4 Create the IPSMA IP Phone Service 

From screen IPS Administration Global/”Install Service,” create the IPS Manager Assistant service on CUCM. 

Choose the label you want to see in the IP Phone Service menu. If possible, choose the same label as the one 

defined for the Service URL Button. 
 

 

2.5 Define CTI configuration 

From IPS Administration Global/Config CTI screen, define the CTI configuration of telisca CTI Server. 
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The same Application User is used to connect to the JTAPI provider. 

 
A CTI server primary and backup address should be defined. You can have IPSMA working with the additional 

IPS Fault Tolerance module. 

 
The “IP Phone monitored by CTI” selection should be set to “Automatic and dynamic monitoring.” In this mode, 

the CTI ports required to be monitored by IPSMA will be created automatically. The IP phone will be created 
temporarily in the CTI provider just to push the status banner to the IP Phone and then removed. 

 
If Cisco JTAPI client is not yet installed on IPSMA server, a red button is visible on the top left corner. By 

clicking on it, you can download and execute JTAPI installation from CUCM’s server. It should install a JTAPI.jar 

library in directory %WINDIR%\java\lib (on Windows 2003, c:\windows\java\lib). 
 

CTI Server will be restarted at night at the specified time. This time must after the IPS Framework restart time. 

2.6 Functional parameters  

 

Here is a list of global functional parameters defined in IPS Administration. 
 

Name Description 

Use Speed Dial BLFs BLFs are used to monitor Manager’s or Assistant’s line 

and filter status. By pressing filter BLF, filtering status is 
toggled. (1) 

Filtering Mode ● Forward to Assistant 

● Forward to Assistant + call pickup: when several 

assistants are associated with a Manager, set a 

translation pattern that changes the calling party to be 

able to dial the Manager. Manager’s line BLF monitors this 

translation pattern. 

● CTI filtering: Allows to define a list of unfiltered numbers, 

associated assistants are not filtered, “Do not Disturb” 

mode. (2) 

● ECCP filtering: same possibilities as CTI filtering. 

List of global unfiltered 
phone numbers prefixes 

Use to avoid accidentally filtering voicemail. 

Inverse video banner 

status (default value) 

Filtering information is written in white on a black 

background. 

Filter status banner on 
Manager’s phone (default 

value) 

May be also set at Manager’s level. 

Filter status banner on 
Assistant’s phone (default 

value) 

May be also set at the Assistant’s level. 

Enable Service URL 
button on Manager’s IP 

Phone (default value) 

May be also set at Manager’s level. (1) 

Label for Service URL 

button 

Used to call IPSMA Service; may be the same as the IP 

Phone Service available from the menu or eventually 
shorter. (1) 

Label for personal 

forward number 

Ex: “mobile” or “perso” 

Label for monitor BLF Default: “*,” replaced by Manager or Assistant name. 
(1) 

Label for filter BLF Default: “filter” (1) 
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“Not Available” menu 

item 

Used to inform that the Assistant is not available and 

change filtering destination to another available 
Assistant. Values available are “Never,” “always,” and 

“only if several Managers are associated with the 
Assistant.” 

Forward to other number 

(default value) 

Enable setting forward (from Manager’s or Assistant’s IP 

Phone) for a temporary destination number entered 
when forwarded. This function is linked to user’s option 

Forward personal number when enabled. 

Authorize Assistant to 
view and change 

unfiltered numbers 

(default value) 

In CTI filtering mode, the Assistant may or may not be 
able to read or update the unfiltered numbers using XML 

interface. 

Assistant’s Line BLF on 
Manager’s IP Phone 

Can be disabled, or monitors Line or Line + Call pickup. 
(1) May be also set at Manager’s level. 

Manager’s Softkey 

template 

Softkey template to apply on Manager’s IP Phone. Must 

have “FwdAll” Softkey removed. (1) 

Manager’s and Assistant’s 
Phone Button Template 

Phone button template to apply depending on IP Phone 
model, protocol, and extensions. (1) 

Authorizes the Manager 

to pick up filtered calls 
(default value) 

When a filtered call rings on the Assistant’s Phone, a 

Popup screen appears on the Manager’s phone, from 
which he/she can pick up the call. 

Audio notification on 

filtered calls (default 
value) 

An audio notification is played while displaying the 

Popup screen. 

Authorizes the Manager 

to divert unfiltered calls 
(default value) 

When an unfiltered call rings on the Manager’s Phone, 

the Manager can divert it to the Assistant by pressing 
the filter BLF. 

Save unanswered filtered 

calls in Assistant’s 
voicemail (default value) 

When a filtered call is redirected to the voicemail 

because the Assistant did not answer, the Original 
Called DN is changed to the Assistant’s DN so that the 

voicemail is stored in the Assistant’s voicemail. 

 

Warning: All the parameters marked with a “1” require the Manager’s or Assistant’s definition to be created 
or updated. Parameters marked “2” (i.e. filtering mode) require the user to click on the batch update 

button in Batch screen in order to take previously configured Managers and Assistants into account. 

 

Here is a list of user level functional parameters defined in IPS Administration:  
 

Name Description 

Alternate IP Phone The Manager or Assistant can use IPSMA XML 

interface from a secondary IP Phone sharing the line 
with the main IP Phone. 

Manager has a Service 

URL button to call XML 

application 

Can be disabled if Manager uses only BLF to set/unset 

filters and does not set Forward to personal number 

or voicemail. (1) 

Assistant’s Line BLF on 

Manager’s IP Phone 

Can be disabled, or monitors Line or Line + Call 

pickup. (1) 

Assistant or Manager 

status banner on IP Phone 

Can use default value or can be force enabled or 

disabled. (1) 

Assistant can set forward 

to personal number, enter 

personal number, and 
forward to voicemail. 

If global option “Forward to other number” is set, can 

then also forward to another number depending on 

the user’s options at the Manager’s level. 

Forward to personal 

number menu item 

Can define a personal number and forward to it. IlS 

global forward other number options and can also 
forward to another set number. 
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Forward to voicemail menu 

item 

Manager or Assistant can forward Manager’s line to 

voicemail. 

Forward to voicemail when 

no Assistant available 

If the Manager is filtered and no Assistant is available, 

Manager’s calls are forwarded to voicemail or no 

longer filtered. 

Do not disturb menu item Manager or Assistant can set/unset “Do not Disturb” 
mode. 

Enter list of unfiltered 

numbers 

From “Config” Softkey, the Manager can enter a list of 

five numbers that will not be filtered (except if “Do 
not Disturb” is set). 

Specific phone template 

for Assistant 

It is possible to define a specific phone template for 

an Assistant. 

 
Warning: All the parameters marked with a “1” require the Manager’s or Assistant definition to be created or 

updated. 
 

2.7 IPSMA filter mode 

From the Filter mode’s tab, you must first activate IPSMA CTI services. 
 

Then you will choose the filter process. This choice should be done before the application is used in production 
as changing the process mode afterward, while possible, is difficult. 

 

 
 

2.7.1.1 Use BLF button filter status 
 

Enables activation/deactivation of the managers’ line filtering from the BLF on assistants’ phones. When the BLF 
is lit up in Red it means the filter is activated. 

2.7.2 Choose the Filter mode 
 
Then you will choose the filter mode. This choice should be done before the application is used in production as 

changing the mode afterward, while possible, is difficult because you need to run batch process to update 
phone settings. 

 

The two modes are: 
“CTI filtering” corresponds to the strategy that consists in forwarding calls to an Assistant over the control of 

the Telisca CTI server. In such situation, Manager’s line is forwarded to a CTI Port (one CTI Port per 
Manager/Assistant association). When a call rings on the CTI Port, it may be redirected either to the Assistant 

or to the Manager. In order to authorize redirection of the call to the Manager, CFA Destination Override 
must be set to “true”. 
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“ECCP filtering” corresponds to the strategy consisting in associating the Manager’s line to an External Call 

Control Profile. This mode is available with CUCM version 10 or more. With this mode filtering status can be 
changed even if CUCM Publisher is down because it is not requiring Forward setting changes using AXL SOAP. 

 

2.7.3 CTI Filter mode 
When the Manager is filtered his line is forwarded to the IPSMA CTI Port that has been created by IPSMA 

Administration for each Manager/Assistant association. This CTI Port is also used to create a dumb 
communicatio  with IPSMA CTI Route Point in order to light the filter BLF. 

 

When ringing on the CTI Port an IPSMA CTI process is executed.  
 

If the call needs to be filtered it is redirected to the assistant (using CTI Port Calling Search Space or calling 
party Calling Search Space, depending of the setting).  

 

 

 
 
If the calling party is an associated assistant or is in the global or personal not filtered numbers list, the call is 

answered by the CTI Port and transfered to the Manager. The CTI Port is allowed to transfer to the Manager 
because it is the destination of the forward and the CFA Destination Override has been set to true in CUCM 

System Parameters. 
 

If IPSMA server is down the CTI Port is not registered then the call is forwarded (Forward on not registered and 

no answer destination) to a Translation Pattern (by default, * + Manager’s number) created by IPSMA 
Administration, that changes the calling party to the CTI Port number and redirect the call to the Manager’s 

Line. In this case the calls are not filtered but not lost. 
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2.7.4 ECCP filter mode 
 

This mode is available only for CUCM 10 or more. An External Call Control Profile must be defined in CUCM 
administration to call IPSMA application on primary and backup telisca server. The URL will be by default 

http://host:8081/ECCIIPSMA/.name=IPSMA or https://host:8444/ECCIIPSMA/?name=IPSMA (need to install 

CUCM certificate on telisca server, see IPSCFG_ADMIN_EN.pdf).  
 

 
 

The Calling Search space needs to allow calling the manager’s and assistant’ line. 

The timeout needs to be set to 2 seconds. 
On timeout the call should continue and ring the Manager. 

 
When provisioning a Manager, IPSMA associates the ECCP to the Manager’s line 

 
In this mode, the CTI port is only used to lighten the IPSMA BLF by creating a dumb call with IPSMA CTI Route 

Point. 

http://host:8081/ECCIIPSMA/
https://host:8444/ECCIIPSMA/
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If IPSMA’ server is down, the ECCP does not answer and on timeout (after 2 seconds) the call rings on the 
Manager’s line. 

 
Before a call rings on the Manager’s line the ECCP send a request to IPSMA which answers either to redirect the 

call to the assistant’s line or just continue and ring on the Manager’s line when the Manager is not filtered or 

the calling party is in the Manager’s White list.  
 

For these two filtering modes, following features are available: 

• Internal numbers may not be filtered (option at Manager level). 

• Not to filter a global list of numbers; numbers may be specified as complete number or prefix. 

• Automatically avoid filtering all Assistants associated to a Manager. This is required to allow another 

Assistant to pick up the call ringing on filtering Assistant’s line or to allow the call to be transferred to 
the Manager. 

• Define (from the Manager’s IP Phone) a list of 99 phone numbers that will not be filtered. 

• Manager’s Mode “Do Not Disturb.” In this mode, all calls are filtered, and even the Assistant cannot call 

the Manager. 

• Define a call forward override prefix allowing to directly call the Manager. 
 

Warning: after changing of filtering mode, you must go to the Batch screen to change the configuration and 
forwards of existing Assistants and Managers. You must also restart the CTI Server. This operation 

should not be done while in production. 

 
In CTI filtering mode, when the Manager receives a call, it is forwarded to the CTI port. The CTI application 

detects that the original called number was the Manager’s number. In this case the CTI application checks if the 
caller number is in the list of unfiltered numbers. If this is not the case, the call is redirected to the Assistant. 

Otherwise, it checks if the manager mode is set to “Do Not Disturb.” If so, the call is redirected to the Assistant. 

If not, the call is transferred again to the Manager.  
 

In case of incoming external call, the application may add a prefix to the calling number before comparing it to 
the list of numbers not to be filtered. 

 

Note: In CTI filter mode, if the Manager is busy (all lines are busy, according to busy trigger parameter), the 
Assistant currently filtering will not be able to call the Manager and will be put on hold by the CTI port 

instead of getting a “busy” tone. 
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2.7.4.1 Translation pattern prefix 
 

If the CTI port is not registered (i.e., the IPS Manager Assistant is not running) or the filter process cannot be 
executed within two seconds, the call is forwarded to a translation pattern, as defined in CTI port’s line forward 

settings. This translation pattern is built by adding the defined prefix to the CTI port directory number. The 

translation pattern redirect the call to the Manager changing the calling number to the CTI port number so that 
the call is not forwarded again. (When Call Forward All Override is enabled, the destination of the forward is 

authorized to call the forwarded number.) 
 

Note: If the prefix used for the Translation Pattern is modified, then a “batch” update is required to create 
corresponding Translation Patterns to be used by IPS Manager Assistant. 

 

2.7.4.2 Force CTI monitoring of Mgr/Ass phones 
 

If some features are enabled, the Manager’s and/or Assistant’s IP Phone will be automatically CTI Monitored. 
When pushing IPSMA’s banner status on the phone, it is also temporary CTI monitored. It may be necessary to 

force the CTI monitoring to accelerate the banner’s push or to avoid the banner to disappear in some case. 

 

2.7.4.3 Filter override by prefix 

 
In CTI filtering mode and with CUCM version 8.5 or higher, it is possible to authorize a number to call directly a 

filtered Manager by adding a prefix before the Manager's number. To make it possible, the Administrator has to 
create a translation pattern with the selected prefix that will be removed in the transformed called party. The 

translation pattern must call an External Call Control with the URL http://host:8081/ECCIIPSMA/. 

 
Warning: On CUCM 8.5 and 8.6, it is necessary to restart CUCM service after creating the External Call 

Control Profile". 
 

2.7.4.4 Calling Search Space used to redirect filtered call to Assistant 

 
When a Manager is filtered (in CTI Filter mode), the Manager's line is forwarded to a CTI Port. When the call 

rings on the CTI Port, if the calling party is not excluded, the call is then redirected to the Assistant's line. The 
Calling Search Space used may be the calling CSS or the CTI Port CSS. By default the calling CSS is used, but if 

a Translation Pattern has updated the CSS, the change is lost and the original CSS is used. 

 

2.7.4.5 Voice mail directory number 

 
When the redirection of a filtered call to the assistant fails (busy, not logged, unregistered, …) the call is 

redirected to another available assistant. If none is available, the call is either redirected to the Voice Mail or 
transferred to the Manager depending on the default and Manager by Manager setting ‘Forward to voicemail 

when no assistant is available’. 

 

2.8 Global parameters 

 
IPSMA global parameters can be set from IPS Administration: Manager Assistant/Global Parameters tab. 

 

Warning: Most of the parameters changed in this screen will be taken into account only when creating or 
updating the Assistant’s or Manager’s definition. See online help for more information. 
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The session duration for the IP Phones is the time after which the XML screens are automatically closed. 

 
It is possible to set a period to refresh the status banner on the IP Phone. Refresh is just a security measure in 

case the banner has been deleted (for instance, after a restart of the IP Phone). If you do not want to set a 
refresh mechanism, you can enter a value of 1440 (mn), which corresponds to a full day (applications are reset 

once every night). 
 

It is possible to define a prefix that will be added automatically to external numbers (more than eight digits 

long) set as personal numbers (mobile phone). 
 

If the application is called from a Service URL Button, the language of the associated user (Local User) is 
detected and the IPS Manager Assistant will appear in French or English. If the application is invoked from the 

Services menu (using the Services button), it does not transmit the User Locale setting and the default 

language defined here will be used. 
 

We recommend leaving the trace level default level set to “Methods.” 
 

The administrator can set different labels in English and French. For the texts of the BLF, the wildcard “*” will 
be replaced by the label of the Assistant or the Manager respectively, as defined in the administration of IPS 

Manager Assistant. 
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2.8.1.1 Parameters globals 
 

 
 
A status banner is normally activated on the IP Phone and displayed in a background graphic banner. You can 

disable this feature, especially if the user relies on information supplied by BLF filtering. We specify here the 
default value for this parameter. It is possible to modify it afterwards Assistant by Assistant or Manager by 

Manager. 

 
The Manager can also have a smaller banner. 

 
The Assistants can use the function “NOT AVAILABLE,” accessible from the application menu on the XML IP 

Phone. This feature can be disabled, always enabled, or enabled only when the Assistant is associated with 
several Managers. Indeed, if the Assistant has only one Manager, this function holds less interest, and it is 

more useful to directly access the menu to set the Manager’s status and configuration. 

 
The operation mode “NOT AVAILABLE” works as defined below: 

 
● When the assistant wishes to be absent or is at the end of the working day, he/she selects the option 

“NOT AVAILABLE” in the application menu on the XML IP Phone. 

● If at this moment, he/she is filtering one or more Managers, the filter will be redirected to another 
available Assistant who is also associated with this Manager, starting from the highest priority (1 to 

n). 
● If no other Assistant is available at this time, filtering is canceled or the Manager’s calls are forwarded 

to his/her voicemail, depending on the option chosen for the Manager in the administration. 
● If the Manager then tries to activate the filter from the application menu on the XML IP Phone or by 

pressing the BLF filtering, a warning message appears on the screen indicating that “no Assistant” or, 

respectively, “this” Assistant is not available. 
● When the Assistant becomes available, he/she chooses the option “SET TO AVAILABLE” in the 

application menu on the XML IP Phone. 
● The Assistant then filters the Manager’s previously filtered calls if the Assistant’s priority for this 

Manager is higher than the one who is currently filtering. 
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2.9 Default Parameters 
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Define not filtered numbers' list 
 

The manager can enter a list of DNs that will not be filtered by an assistant this is the whitelist. 

 
Note: a prefix can automatically be added in front of the number entered by the user, otherwise the full 

number has to be entered as it appears on incoming call. 
Note: if numbers are presented with a plus sign ( + ) in front, users have to type in the hash ( # ) key on 

their phones. 
 

Depending on the configuration, the Manager can save a personal number (ex: mobile phone). He/she then 

can forward this line easily from IPSMA menu. He /she can also enter a temporary forward number when 
setting “forward all.” This replaces the action of the “CFwdAll” Softkey, which has been disabled in the 

Manager’s SoftKey Template. 
 

The Manager can monitor the Assistant’s line using a BLF (with or without pickup option). It may be useful to 

disable this feature (as well as the SURL button) if the Manager’s IP Phone is a 794x in order to use the second 
button for the filter BLF. 

 
When not registered, the CTI ports are forwarded to the Manager’s in CTI filter mode. This may require the 

usage of a Calling Search Space. 
 

When a filter call rings on the Assistant’s Phone, a Popup screen can appear on the Manager’s phone, from 

which he/she can pick up the call. 
 

When a filter call rings on the Assistant’s Phone, a Popup screen can appear on other available assistants so 
that they can pick up the call. 

 

When a direct call or not filtered (excluded calling number, except assistant’s number) call rings on the 
Assistant’s Phone, a Popup screen can appear on all available assistants so that they can pick up the call. 

 

2.10 BLF Parameters 

 

Warning: Most of the parameters changed in this screen will be taken into account only when creating or 
updating the Assistant’s or Manager’s definitions. See online help for more information. 

 
If you want to use the BLF or CTI filtering, you need to check this option and fill the configuration in the “BLF 

settings” screen. 

 
In addition to or instead of filtering the information displayed on the wallpaper, it is possible to use Speed Dial 

BLF Buttons on the IP Phone to view the status of the filter. These buttons are defined by the administrator 
when creating or updating a Manager associated with one or more Assistants. The Phone Button Template 

assigned to the IP Phone or Device Profile must be able to display the requisite number of Speed Dial BLF 
buttons. On the Manager’s IP Phone, the IPS Administration assigns each Assistant line and filtering CTI ports 

to BLF. On the Assistant’s IP Phone, IPS Administration assigns for each Manager a BLF to monitor his/her line 

as well as a BLF check and control filtering CTI port. 
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2.10.1.1 CTI Route Point Name 
 

It is necessary to create a Route Point on CallManager, please use capital letters only for the name. 
 

2.10.1.2 CTI Ports name prefix 

 
This is the prefix that will be added to the CTI ports created dynamically by IPSMA. It needs to be all capital 

letters. 
 

The filtering BLF monitors the CTI port line created by IPS Administration. To turn on the BLF, the port calls a 

CTI route point (which must have been previously defined in CallManager). The CTI route point answers 
automatically to establish a dummy communication. IPS Administration creates a CTI port for each Manager-

Assistant association. The name of the CTI port is built from the defined prefix and the line number. Line 
numbers are assigned in the range of numbers defined in the administration. The CTI port is created with the 

Device Pool and Calling Search Space defined. The CTI port’s line is created with the Partition and Calling 
Search Space defined. Note that to take into account changes in the global settings on the CTI ports, the 

Manager’s configuration will need to be validated again. Services URL and Speed Dial BLF are added to the IP 

Phones or device profiles during validation of the definition of a Manager. The IP Phones are then restarted to 
reflect these changes and the devices profile are logged out and logged in again. 

 

2.10.1.3 Manager Softkey template 

 

You must define a Softkey template to be used by the Manager’s IP Phone. It must not have a “Call Forward 
All” SoftKey, in On Hook state. 
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2.10.1.4 Manager feature control keys 

 
The Manager’s Feature Control Policy is used to define the SoftKeys on 89xx and 99x phone models. The Call 

Forward All Softkey should be disabled. 

 

2.10.1.5 Subscribe Calling Search Space 

 
You must set the SUBSCRIBE Calling Search Space for the BLF to have the right to monitor the status of 

Manager/Assistant (e) and of the filtering CTI port. 
 

2.10.1.6 IPSMA Phone Button Templates 

 
You must define Phone Button Templates for all the models of IP Phones that will be used by the Managers 

and Assistants. These Phone Button Templates should include (depending on configuration) a Service URL 
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Button and two Speed Dial BLFs by associated Managers or Assistants. The Phone Button template is assigned 
to the IP Phone by IPS Administration. 

 

 
Example of a PBT with 2 Managers or Assistants 

 

Note: if you want to let assistants work in pools (an assistant can intercept calls on another assistant if they 

are associated to the same manager), the phone button template will have to have more SD BLF 
buttons provisioned. Then in the Assistant definition tab, it will be possible to add new speed dial BLFs 

for the other assistants in the pool. 
 

2.11 Manager and Assistants selection 

 
The subscription of IPSMA service to IP Phone and the definition of the Assistant and Manager parameters is 

done centrally from IPS Administration. 
 

You must first define the Assistant(s), then the Managers who are associated with the defined Assistants. 

 
The administrator searches the IP Phone or Device Profile (Extension Mobility mode) to associate with the IPS 

Manager Assistant service. The search criteria can be the line number, the name of the IP Phone or Device 
Profile, the description, or CallManager UserID. The search can be of either “Starts with,” “Ends with,” 

“Contains,” or “Exact” type. 

 

 
 

It is also possible to view all the Assistants or Managers already subscribed. 
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2.12 Assistant’s definition 

 

When adding/updating an Assistant, the following screen is displayed: 
 

 
 

Assistant definition tab (without any associated manager) 
 

2.12.1.1 IP Phone / Device Profile 
 

This parameter corresponds to the name of the IP Phone or the Device Profile the Assistant is associated to. 

 

2.12.1.2 Secondary phone name 

 
If the assistant has access to two lines, another line number can be entered here. When a call for a manager is 

filtered, the two lines will ring and the call can be picked up from one or the other. Useful for Wi-Fi Phones or 

IP Communicator with a shared line. The telisca Framework will subscribe the devices to the IPSMA Service. 
Example: SEP054660EA4 

 

2.12.1.3 Line number 

 

The line number (default is the first line) 
 

2.12.1.4 Label banner 
 

Description of the label on phone 
 

2.12.1.5 Label BLF and Menu XML 

 
The label that will appear on the BLF and in the application menu (default uses the Alerting Name). 
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2.12.1.6 IPSMA IP phone Service 
 

Recommended to use the default, can be used to select another ip phone service URL. 
 

2.12.1.7 Enable display banner 

 
Choose whether or not to display a status banner or leave the default choice in global settings.  

 
If the option “Personal Forward and voicemail” is checked, the Assistant can forward/un-forward the Manager’s 

line to the personal number of the voicemail.  In the case, the Assistant menu will be as follows: 
 

● “Not Available” (if this option has been enabled in global settings) 

● Manager1 – <destination> 
● Manager2 -- <destination> 

 
<destination> can be the name of the Assistant, “Perso,” “VoiceMail,” or a specific number. 

 

Otherwise, the Assistant menu will be 
 

● “Not Available” (if this option has been enabled in global settings) 
● “Enable filter Manager1” or “Remove filter Manager1.” 

● “Enable filter Manager2” or “Remove filter Manager2.” 
 

2.12.1.8 Transfer to Manager on hangup 

 

2.12.1.9 Phone Button Template 

 
If the Assistant uses a specific Phone Button Template, it is possible to specify it in this screen. 

 

2.12.1.10 Edit BLF and Speeddial 
 

 
 

Edit Speed Dials and BLF with Call Pickup option 
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Allows the administrator to edit speed dials and BLFs on the Assistant’s phone. In this popup are listed all the 
speed dials and BLFs slots of the phone that are not used by IPSMA. If the Assistant’s line is in a Pickup Group, 

the Speed Dial can be Pickup enabled with a check box appearing at the right of the table. 
 

Note: The pickup enable checkbox, is only visible for free SD BLF slots on the phone (not simple SD) 

 
This screen is useful to configure speed dials for assistants working in teams in a pickup group. 

 
The administration screen lists the Managers associated with this Assistant with the relevant priority (on the 

Manager’s side). 
 

After validation, the Service URL button is added/updated, as well as the Phone Button Template. As the IP 

Phone is restarted, the banner is cleared. It will be activated at the next periodical push or when changing 
status. 
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2.13 Manager’s definition 

 

On the Manager’s screen it is possible to update the line number and the label. 
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You can choose whether to display a status banner in the background or leave the default choice defined in 

global settings. 
 

It is possible to choose to allow the Manager (and his/her Assistant) to define a personal number (for example, 

a mobile number). 
 

Similarly, it may or may not forward the Manager’s calls to voicemail depending on the configuration. 
 

When the last Assistant associated with the Manager is no longer available, filtering is either canceled or the 
calls are forward to voicemail. 

 

If CTI filtering mode is enabled, you may allow the Manager to use “Do Not Disturb” mode and allow the 
Manager to define a personal list of unfiltered numbers. 

 
In CTI filtering mode, it is possible to display an option to set “Do not Disturb” mode in the XML menu. In this 

case, no one can call the Manager. 

 
You can enable or disable the creation of a Service URL Button on the IP Phone to run IPSMA Service. 

However, the service is still available from the Services menu. 
 

The Manager may or may not monitor the Assistant’s Line using a BLF or can pick up using the BLF (in this 
case, the BLF blinks on ringing). 

 

When a filter call rings on the Assistant’s Phone, a Popup screen can appear on the Manager’s phone, from 
which he/she can pick up the call. 

 
When a filter call rings on the Assistant’s Phone, a Popup screen can appear on other available assistants so 

that they can pick up the call. 

 
When a direct call or not filtered (excluded calling number, except assistant’s number) call rings on the 

Assistant’s Phone, a Popup screen can appear on all available assistants so that they can pick up the call. 
 

2.13.1.1 Associated Assistants list 

 
Finally you have to associate one or several Assistants to the Manager, defining each one’s priority (1 being the 

highest priority). The name of the CTI port is created by IPS Administration to enable the BLF filtering. 
 

Priority concept: the priority number assigned to an assistant impacts two things: 
● The order in which the Managers Line and Filter BLFs are displayed on the Assistant 

phone. 

On the assistant’s interface, Managers will be ordered by priority number affected to the Assistant: 
Managers for which the Assistant has priority level 1 will be listed first, other Managers will be listed 

by increasing with priority level value. It is however possible to rearrange the BLFs from the 
CallManager directly (but such update will be reset when updating the manager/assistant 

configuration from telisca administration interface). 

● The order in which the filter is going to move between assistants when becoming 
unavailable. 

When becoming unavailable, the filter will switch to the assistant who has the highest (lowest 
number) priority number in the list. 

When becoming available, the filters will come back if the assistant currently filtering is of lower 
(higher number) priority, otherwise becoming available again will leave the filter to the other 

assistant. 

 
After validation, the Service URL button is added/updated, as well as the Phone Button Template and Softkey 

Template. The BLF is set on the Manager’s phone as well as on the associated Assistants’ phones. As the IP 
Phones are restarted, the banners are cleared. They will be activated at the next periodical push or when 

changing status. 
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2.13.1.2 Manager/Assistants data 

 
Managers and Assistants configuration is saved in a binary file (serialized dataset): 

DevServSub_YYMMDD_hhmmss.bin in C:\inetpub\wwwroot\IPSCFG\data. 

 
Each time the user configuration is validated, a new file is created with date and time postfix. Older files are 

purged after 14 days. 
 

The more recent file is loaded. If it is necessary to go back to a previous configuration, it is possible to erase 
the last file. However, to update the IP Phone and device profile configuration it will be necessary to validate 

from the administration the last modified Managers and Assistants. 

 

2.13.1.3 Status data 

 
Filtering status information is saved on CUCM itself by setting the Manager’s line’s Forward All destination. 

 

However two statuses are also saved on the IPSMA Server: 
● Assistant’s “Not available” status is saved in DevServSubHT_YYMMDD_hhmmss.bin 

● Manager’s “Do not disturb” status is saved in DevServSubDND_YYMMDD_hhmmss.bin 
 

Files are in C:\inetpub\wwwroot\IPSCFG\data. Older files are purged after 14 days. 
 

2.14 Batch actions 

 
From this screen the administrator can: 

 

● Export current definition of Assistants and Managers in a text file. 
● Import the definitions of Assistants and Managers from a text file. 

● Update Assistant and Manager configuration in CallManager when changing filtering mode. 
 

 
 

The Export button allows to back up the subscription parameters (Manager/Assistants associations) to the 

service associated to IPS Manager Assistant as a text file. 
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Note: Manager/Assistants configuration is automatically exported every evening at 11pm to 
"C:\inetpub\wwwroot\IPSCFG\data\IPSMA_SUBSCRIPTION.txt". 

 

For each Manager and Assistant, the text file contains the following columns separated by semicolons: 

 
DEVICE;DEVICE_PROFILE;LINE;LABEL;END_USER;MANAGER;FWD_MOBILE;FWD_VOICEMAIL; 

WHEN_NO_ASS_FWD_VOICEMAIL;SURL_BUTTON;DO_NOT_DISTURB;EXCLUDE_ENABLED; 

ASSOCIATED_ASS;ASS_PRIORITIES;CTI_PORTS_NAMES;CTI_PORTS_DN;PERSONAL_NUMBER; 

EXCLUDED_DN;BANNER;FILTER_BLF;SURL;ASST_PHONE_BUTTON_TEMPLATE;ASS1TRANS; 

FILTER_PICKUP;FWD_OTHER;ONE_BLF_FILTER;JSON_STRING 

 

Note1 : the list of parameters detailed above appears at the very beginning of the exported file. 

Note2 : last field named “JSON_STRING” includes several parameters as character string in JSON format 

("<parameter name>" :<parameter value>). 
 

Example of contents for the file "IPSMA_SUBSCRIPTION.txt": 
 

DEVICE;DEVICE_PROFILE;LINE;LABEL;END_USER;MANAGER;FWD_MOBILE;FWD_VOICEMAIL;WHEN_NO_ASS_FWD_VOICEMAIL;SURL_BUTTON;DO_NOT_DISTURB;EXCLUDE_ENABL

ED;ASSOCIATED_ASS;ASS_PRIORITIES;CTI_PORTS_NAMES;CTI_PORTS_DN;PERSONAL_NUMBER;EXCLUDED_DN;BANNER;FILTER_BLF;SURL;ASST_PHONE_BUTTON_TEMPLATE;A

SS1TRANS;FILTER_PICKUP;FWD_O THER;ONE_BLF_FILTER;JSON_STRING 

SEP3037A6174BAB;False;8513;Desmoulin;;True;True;True;True;True;True;True;SEP001D09C614BF;1;IPSMA850002;850002;0608181226;;0;0;0;;0;0;0;0;{"DN

DoptionEnabled":0,"canAssSetMgrNotFilteredCalls":0,"canSetMgrFwd":0,"dispSURL":0,"divertNotFilteredCalls":0,"doNotFilterInternalCalls":0,"exc

ludedDnListEnabled":0,"filterCallsInAssVoiceMail":0,"filteredCallsAudioNotification":0,"futureUseB1":0,"futureUseB2":0,"futureUseB3":0,"futur

eUseS1":null,"futureUseS2":null,"fwd2Perso":0,"fwdVoiceMailWhenNoAssistant":0,"isFwd2MsgBox":0,"isFwdEnabled":0,"labelBLF":"Desmoulin","label

Banner":null,"secondaryPhone":"","setPickupGroup":0,"ver sion":null,"whisper":0}; 

DP_7970;True;8593;Arielle;8593;True;False;False;False;True;False;False;SEPIPCJML;1;IPSMA850001;850001;0608181226;;0;0;0;;0;0;0;0;{"DNDoptionE

nabled":2,"canAssSetMgrNotFilteredCalls":0,"canSetMgrFwd":0,"dispSURL":0,"divertNotFilteredCalls":0,"doNotFilterInternalCalls":0,"excludedDnL

istEnabled":2,"filterCallsInAssVoiceMail":0,"filteredCallsAudioNotification":0,"futureUseB1":0,"futureUseB2":0,"futureUseB3":0,"futureUseS1":

null,"futureUseS2":null,"fwd2Perso":0,"fwdVoiceMailWhenNoAssistant":2,"isFwd2MsgBox":2,"isFwdEnabled":2,"labelBLF":"Arielle","labelBanner":nu

ll,"secondaryPhone":"","setPickupGroup":0,"version":null,"whisper":0}; 

DP_7962;True;7014;Ostvald;4062;True;True;True;True;True;False;True;SEP001E4A92235B;1;IPSMA850000;850000;555555;;0;0;0;;0;0;0;0;{"DNDoptionEna

bled":2,"canAssSetMgrNotFilteredCalls":0,"canSetMgrFwd":0,"dispSURL":0,"divertNotFilteredCalls":0,"doNotFilterInternalCalls":0,"excludedDnLis

tEnabled":0,"filterCallsInAssVoiceMail":0,"filteredCallsAudioNotification":0,"futureUseB1":0,"futureUseB2":0,"futureUseB3":0,"futureUseS1":nu

ll,"futureUseS2":null,"fwd2Perso":0,"fwdVoiceMailWhenNoAssistant":0,"isFwd2MsgBox":0,"isFwdEnabled":0,"labelBLF":"Ostvald","labelBanner":null

,"secondaryPhone":"","setPickupGroup":0,"version":null," whisper":0}; 

SEP0024C4FE39D3;False;8521;Kambers;8521;True;True;True;True;True;True;True;SEPIPCJML,SEP000F8F28DAE9;1,2;IPSMA850003,IPSMA850005;850003,85000

5;;;0;0;0;;0;0;0;0;{"DNDoptionEnabled":0,"canAssSetMgrNotFilteredCalls":0,"canSetMgrFwd":0,"dispSURL":0,"divertNotFilteredCalls":0,"doNotFilt

erInternalCalls":0,"excludedDnListEnabled":0,"filterCallsInAssVoiceMail":0,"filteredCallsAudioNotification":0,"futureUseB1":0,"futureUseB2":0

,"futureUseB3":0,"futureUseS1":null,"futureUseS2":null,"fwd2Perso":0,"fwdVoiceMailWhenNoAssistant":0,"isFwd2MsgBox":0,"isFwdEnabled":0,"label

BLF":"Kambers","labelBanner":null,"secondaryPhone":"","s etPickupGroup":0,"version":null,"whisper":0}; 

DP_8590;True;8590;jmlacoste;8590;True;True;True;True;True;True;True;SEP00077D428494;1;IPSMA850004;850004;;;0;0;0;;0;0;0;0;{"DNDoptionEnabled"

:0,"canAssSetMgrNotFilteredCalls":0,"canSetMgrFwd":2,"dispSURL":0,"divertNotFilteredCalls":0,"doNotFilterInternalCalls":0,"excludedDnListEnab

led":0,"filterCallsInAssVoiceMail":0,"filteredCallsAudioNotification":0,"futureUseB1":0,"futureUseB2":0,"futureUseB3":0,"futureUseS1":null,"f

utureUseS2":null,"fwd2Perso":0,"fwdVoiceMailWhenNoAssistant":0,"isFwd2MsgBox":0,"isFwdEnabled":0,"labelBLF":"jmlacoste","labelBanner":null,"s

econdaryPhone":"","setPickupGroup":0,"version":null,"whi sper":0}; 

 

By using the Import button, it is possible to re-import in batch mode the configuration from a text file in same 
format as described above, which results in adding or modifying Assistants, and then Managers. 

 
Note: treatment corresponding to Import is done by delaying each AXL SOAP request in order to take into 

account of the maximum number of updates per minute defined in Globale configuration menu  CUCM 
config tab. 

 

The meaning of the different fields in exported file is the following: 

 

Column Values 

DEVICE IP Phone device name of device profile 

DEVICE_PROFILE True | False 

LINE Line number 

LABEL Name of Manager or Assistant 

END_USER Associated CUCM UserID 

MANAGER True | False 

FWD_MOBILE True | False 

FWD_VOICEMAIL True | False 
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WHEN_NO_ASS_FWD_VOICEM

AIL 
True | False 

SURL_BUTTON True | False 

DO_NOT_DISTURB True | False 

EXCLUDE_ENABLED True | False 

ASSOCIATED_ASS List of Assistant’s devices associated 

with Manager (separated by commas) 

ASS_PRIORITIES List of Assistant’s priorities (from 1 

to n) associated with Manager 

(separated by commas) 

CTI_PORTS_NAMES Name of CTI port reserved for 

filtering (will be created by IPS 

Administration) 

CTI_PORTS_DN CTI port line number 

PERSONAL_NUMBER Predefined personal/mobile phone 

number - optional 

EXCLUDED_DN Predefined list of unfiltered numbers 

(separated by commas) - optional 

BANNER Filter status banner: 0 (disabled) | 1 

(enabled) | 2 (use global default 

value) 

FILTER_BLF Enable Assistant’s Line BLF: 0 

(disabled) | 1 (enabled) | 2 (use 

global default value) 

SURL Enable SURL button: 0 (disabled) | 1 

(enabled) | 2 (use global default 

value) 

 

The Batch Update changes the following items, depending on the CTI filter mode selected: 
● Forward mode: if necessary, 

○ Delete CTI Port’s Translation Pattern 

○ Delete CTI Port’s forwards if not registered 

○ Delete Manager’s line Translation Pattern 

○ Delete the ECCP IPS Manager Assistant configured at Manager’s line level 

○ Configure Manager monitoring BLF with Manager’s line dn 

○ Set Manager’s forward to Assistant dn 

● Forward mode + assistant pickup: if necessary, 
○ Delete CTI Port’s Translation Pattern 

○ Delete CTI Port’s forwards if not registered 

○ Delete the ECCP IPS Manager Assistant configured at Manager’s line level 

○ Create Translation Pattern *+N°MGR (calling= filtering ASS dn, called=MGR dn) if several 

Assistants are associated with a single Manager 
○ Configure Manager monitoring BLF with Manager’s line *+N°MGR if several Assistants are 

associated with a single Manager, otherwise set it to Manager’s line dn 
○ Set Manager’s forward to assistant dn 

● CTI filtering mode: if necessary, 
○ Delete Manager’s line Translation Pattern *+MGR dn 

○ Delete the ECCP IPS Manager Assistant configured at Manager’s line level 

○ Create CTI Port’s Translation Pattern *+N°CTI Port (calling=CTI port dn, called=MGR dn)  

○ Forward CTI Port lines on no answer and not registered to Translation Pattern. 
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○ Configure Manager monitoring BLF with Manager’s line dn 

○ Set Manager’s forward to CTI port dn 

● ECCP filtering mode: if necessary, 
○ Delete CTI Port’s forward if not registered 

○ Delete CTI Port’s Translation Pattern 

○ Delete Manager’s forward 

○ Delete Manager’s line Translation Pattern *+MGR dn 

○ Configure the ECCP IPS Manager Assistant at Manager’s line level 

○ Configure Manager monitoring BLF with Manager’s line dn 

 
Warning: when performing a Batch Update or when importing from a file, BLFs used by IPS Manager 

Assistant are added first and existing BLFs are moved just after. 
 

 

Note: the batch update only adds/updates Manager/Assistants, it doesn’t delete the Users already configured 
in CallManager if they are missing from the script. 

 

2.15 Reports 

 

The Reports tab allows you to see:  
 

The status of all the filtered managers, 

The status of all the assistants 
The IPSMA reports  

 
Status of Managers and Assistant: 

 

 
 

2.16 IPSMA configuration for Jabber 

You need to configure a tab for Jabber to display IPSMA Web interface. 

4.8.1 CUCM version < 12.5 

4.8.1.1 Global deployment 
 

Jabber client downloads it’s configuration from CUCM TFTP Server, file « jabber-config.xml ». 
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In order to create a Tab for IPSMA, the file must include the following XML, in browser-plugin section: 

 

 

Notes: 

• TELISCA-SERVER is telisca’s server IPv4 or FQDN. 

• CUCM userId is appended by Jabber to the URL using parameter ?user=${UserID} 

• If you use instead the Windows authentication, the URL should call the page 

IPSMA/user/WindowsLogin.aspx instead. 
 

Jabber-config.xml should be uploaded on the root of CUCM’s TFTP server. The TFTP server should then be 

restarted to take into account the change. 

4.8.1.2 Deploy on a single PC 

 
If you want to test the settings on a single PC, you can define a specific configuration file, « jabber-

ipsma.xml ». It should contain the same XML tags as for jabber-config.xml:  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Notes: 

• TELISCA-SERVER is telisca’s server IPv4 or FQDN. 

• CUCM userId is appended by Jabber to the URL using parameter ?user=${UserID} 

• If you use instead the Windows authentication, the URL should call the page 
IPSMA/user/WindowsLogin.aspx instead. 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<config version="1.0"> 

<Client> 

<jabber-plugin-config> 

<browser-plugin> 

 

<page refresh="true" preload="true"> 

<tooltip>IPSMA</tooltip> 

<icon>http://TELISCA-SERVER/IPSMA/user/icon/ipsma.png</icon> 

<url>http://TELISCA-SERVER/IPSMA/user/web.aspx?user=${UserID}</url> 

</page> 

<page> 

Other tabs 

</page> 

</browser-plugin> 

</jabber-plugin-config> 

</Client> 

</config> 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<config version="1.0"> 

<Client> 

<jabber-plugin-config> 

<browser-plugin> 

<page refresh="true" preload="true"> 

<tooltip>IPSMA</tooltip> 

<icon>http://TELISCA-SERVER/IPSMA/user/icon/ipsma.png</icon> 

<url>http://TELISCA-SERVER/IPSMA/user/web.aspx?user=${UserID}</url> 

</page> 

<page> 

Définition autre onglet Jabber 

</page> 

</browser-plugin> 

</jabber-plugin-config> 

</Client> 

</config> 
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Jabber-ipsma.xml should be uploaded on the root of CUCM’s TFTP server. The TFTP server should then be 
restarted to take into account the change. 

 
Then configure Jabber, from CUCM administration, to load the specific configuration file: 

 

 
 

4.8.2 CUCM version >= 12.5 
With CUCM version 12.5 and above, the configuration of Jabber can be done from CUCM, menu User 
Management -> User Settings -> UC Service. 

 

 

 
 

Create or update an UC Service, with type Jabber Client Configuration. 

 

 
Set the two parameters: 

Icon = http://SERVEUR_TELISCA/IPSMA/user/icon/ipsma.png 

URL =http://SERVEUR_TELISCA/IPSMA/user/web.aspx?user=${UserID} 
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The UC Service is then associated to a Service Profile, that will be selected for the Jabber’s users. The Service 
Profile is defined in the menu User Manager -> User Settings -> Service Profile 

 
At the bottom of the Service Profile’s page, select the new UC Service : 

 
On the user page, from User Management -> End User, in the Service Settings panel, select the new Service 

Profile. 

 

 
 

2.17 Manager and Assistant provisioning API 

The Web Service IPS Framework exposes a SOAP interface allowing to list, create/modify or suppress Managers 

and Assistants. 

 

The URL of this Web Servie is the following: https://host/IPSCFG/ws/DevServSub.asmx 
 

Following methods are available : 

• IPSMAAddUpdAss 
Add/Update Assistant information 

 
• IPSMAAddUpdMgr 

Add/Update manager information in dataset and configure Manager's IP phone/device profile and associated 
Assistants 

 
• IPSMADelAss 

Delete Assistant information 

 
• IPSMADelMgr 

Delete manager information, update URL phones, update BLF 

 
• IPSMAGetAllAss 

Get IPSMA information for all Assistants defined 

 

https://host/IPSCFG/ws/DevServSub.asmx
http://127.0.0.1/IPSCFG/ws/devServsub.asmx?op=IPSMAAddUpdAss
http://127.0.0.1/IPSCFG/ws/devServsub.asmx?op=IPSMAAddUpdMgr
http://127.0.0.1/IPSCFG/ws/devServsub.asmx?op=IPSMADelAss
http://127.0.0.1/IPSCFG/ws/devServsub.asmx?op=IPSMADelMgr
http://127.0.0.1/IPSCFG/ws/devServsub.asmx?op=IPSMAGetAllAss
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• IPSMAGetAllMgr 

Get IPSMA information for all Managers defined 
 
 

Classes describing Manager and Assistant entities gather all the parameters that can be defined through IPS 

Administration. 

http://127.0.0.1/IPSCFG/ws/devServsub.asmx?op=IPSMAGetAllMgr
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3 Operation 

3.1 Backup of configuration data 

System and user configuration data are stored in files with « .xml » or « .bin » extension located in sub-

directories « data » of the different virtual directories associated to Telisca applications (by default : 
"C:\inetpub\wwwroot\IPSCFG\data\"). 

 

Note: the system configuration is saved in an XML file IPSCFG_cfg.xml, in 

“C:\inetpub\wwwroot\IPSCFG\data”. A copy of this file is saved each night with an YYMDD postfix. 
Older files are purged after 14 days. 

 
In case of multi-cluster installation, following directries must be back up too: 

- directory "c:\inetpub\wwwroot\MCADMIN\data" ; 

- directory "data" of each cluster, example “c:\inetpub\wwwroot\01\IPSCFG\data”, 
“c:\inetpub\wwwroot\02\IPSCFG\data”. 

 

Backup of all these directories do not require to stop the applications. 
 

3.1.1 Restoring configuration data 

Data can be restored by a simple copy to their original place. 

 

Configuration data in « .xml » files are automatically reloaded on detection of a file update. Data of other 
configuration file types are reloaded at startup of ASP.Net applications (after a restart of the « World Wide Web 

publication Service »). 
 

3.1.2 Application backup, reinstallation 
 

All the applications are installed in IIS directory (default is c:\inetpub\wwwroot): 
● C:\inetpub\wwwroot\IPSCFG 

● C:\inetpub\wwwroot\IPSMA 

 
To back up all the applications and their data, both directories listed here-above must be saved. 

 
To ease reinstallation, it is recommended to also back up the Setup and license files used to install the 

application as well as any installed patch files. 
 

In this case, a restore process on a fresh server would be as follows: 

 
● Reinstall IIS 

● Reinstall .Net 3.5 SP1 
● Run SETUP, which will ask for the license files 

● Copy patched DLL in the correct directories (search file in installed directories) 

● Copy backup data in C:\inetpub\wwwroot\IPSCFG\data 
● Start telisca IPS Startup Service and telisca CTI Server service 

 
Another solution as an alternative to a complete re-installation is to perform a disk image. This image can be 

reinstalled on another machine without any limitation due to the license; indeed, the license is not bound to any 
hardware parameter of the machine, as the disk where the installation is performed or the network card. 

 

The applications can run under a virtual machine VMWare ESX. In such case, it is possible to create a snapshot 
which can be restarted on another server. 
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3.1.3 Debugging, support 
All application processes’ descriptions are saved in log files. 

 
The administration includes a Global/Support screen that eases the selection and compression of log files to be 

sent to telisca’s support on http://support.telisca.com. 

 

 
 
The main log files generated by IPSMA application (including IPS Framework and Administration) are 

 
● C:\inetpub\wwwroot\IPSCFG\LOGS\IPSCFGWS_xxxx.log 

● C:\inetpub\wwwroot\IPSCFG\LOGS\TACTI_xxxx.log 

● C:\inetpub\wwwroot\IPSMA\LOGS\IPSMA_xxxx.log 
 

 

http://support.telisca.com/
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4 Appendix 

4.1 CFA Destination override 

This parameter is essential for IPSMA to work correctly in CTI mode, call transfers to the manager will not work 

(voicemail usually and unexpected behaviour). 
 

Activating the parameter 
In System  Service Parameters  IP + Service: Cisco Call Manager  Clusterwide Parameters - CFA 

Destination Override  set to “true”. 

 

 
 

Parameter description from CallManager 
CFA Destination Override:  
This parameter determines whether Cisco CallManager ignores call forward all (CFA) destinations when the CFA 
destination is the same as the calling party number. For example, John (on Phone A) has CFA set to Jane (on 
Phone B). With this parameter enabled, Jane has the ability to transfer a call to John's phone without having 
that same call sent back to Jane due to John's CFA setting. This capability proves useful when Jane receives a 
call forwarded from John's phone, but which must go back to John's phone so that the caller can leave a voice 
message for John. If this parameter is set to False, Jane cannot send any calls to John's phone and the caller 
will not be able to leave a voice message for John.  
 

Note: This override capability only works when the calling party number matches precisely with the number 
specified in the call forward all destination. In cases where the calling party number has been 
transformed, the calling party number may not match the CFA destination and override will not be 
allowed. Valid values specify True (CFA overrides are permitted) or False (CFA overrides are not 
permitted). 

 
  This is a required field. 
  Default:  False 

 

 


